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50 years saving lives

From left to right: Dr Neeru Agarwal, Dr Leyla Aoaud, Jane Mawson, Jacqui Moustakas, 
Jane Nicholson, Rachael VanRugge, Kim Grimley, Kate Morgan.

Inset: Transplant and dialysis at RPA in the 1970s.

Professor Steve Chadban, director of 
renal medicine, said the service had 
profound success in its 50 year history.

“End-stage 
kidney failure is a 
severe, life-long 
affliction and 
although 
transplantation 
is not a 
cure, it is a 
transformative 
medical 
procedure and 

it’s the best treatment we’ve got.

“We are doing twice the number of 
transplants we were eight years ago, 
due largely to greater community 
support for organ donation. Medical 

improvements have made it possible 
to make greater use of organs from 
deceased donors, and the generosity of 
living donors has continued to save lives.

“Our patient outcomes are excellent, 
with a one year post-transplant success 
rate of 98 per cent – as good as or 
better than anywhere else in the world.”

As a grandfather of three, 73-year-old 
Derek Hansen has lived his life to the 
full, thanks to RPA.

“The care I’ve received has been 
remarkable. RPA offers the best care 
in the world, without a shadow of a 
doubt. This is a celebration of 50 years 
of lifestyles and opportunities that have 
been given to thousands of people. 
What an amazing gift.”

In 1977, Derek Hansen didn’t think 
he was long for this world.

He was 33 and had already spent years 
on dialysis.

But his luck changed thanks to a selfless 
act by his brother and the extraordinary 
transplant team at Royal Prince 
Alfred Hospital.

Forty years on, Derek is one of the 
longest surviving post-transplant 
patients, and living proof of the miracle 
of renal medicine.

This month, the RPA renal unit 
celebrated 50 years since the first kidney 
transplant and dialysis service in 1967.

As one of the first hospitals in the 
world to transplant a kidney from a 
living donor, the average one year 
organ transplant success rate was about 
60 per cent when the service started.

Since 1967, more than 2,750 patients 
with kidney failure have  
received a transplant 
at RPA, and the team 
widely is regarded 
as one of the 
world’s leading.

Last year, RPA 
performed a record 117 
kidney transplants and 
is on track to exceed 
this mark in 2017.

Our dialysis service is one the country’s 
largest, providing more than 28,000 
dialysis sessions annually in the hospital’s 
45-machine satellite centre or in their 
own home.
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Executive Messages

Message from the Chair, District Board

Message from the Chief Executive

Driven by research and innovation,   
there are few places that function   
like Sydney Local Health District.   
Our patient centred ethos encourages   
clinical excellence and medical   
education and to help drive this even   
further, we’d like to invite you to have a   
say on helping us create a strategic plan   
that reflects what is most important in 
enabling us to continually evolve.

You can provide feedback on the new 
strategic plan by visiting slhd .nsw .gov .
au/survey_forms/default_simple_test .
cfm?survey=SLHD-CSP-2017

We look forward to hearing from you and 
would like to thank you in advance for 
your interest and input.

Encouragingly, during National Stroke   
Week, we saw a large number of people   
engaging with our information stalls by   
taking control of their health and having   
their blood pressure checked. Royal Prince   

Alfred Hospital also had its ANGIO Mentor   
simulator on display. The simulator is used   
by junior doctors to train and perfect the art   
of clot retrieval in stroke patients to ensure   
staff can gain the right skills to treat patients   
during time critical emergency procedures.

I’d like to congratulate Professor Anthony   
Keech on being awarded the RPA Research   
Medal. Among many breakthroughs,   
Professor Keech’s work has had great impacts   
on clinical care and health policy in Australia.

I’d also like to make a special mention to   
University of Sydney PhD student Sarah   
McDonald who was awarded $1.47m by   
the NSW Medical Devices Fund to further   
develop a real time monitoring pregnancy   
patch in conjunction with pregnant women   
and the team at RPA’s Women and Babies.   
The patch’s potential is enormous and could   
see a drop in the number of unnecessary   
interventions. I will continue to watch   
both Professor Keech and Ms McDonald’s   
projects with great interest.

We believe connecting with the 
community and getting out into 
nature is important for all of us 
in maintaining good physical and 
mental health which is why we 
stage regular community events 
such as the highly successful Yaralla 
Festival this month.

This year’s festival was another 
wonderful success and allowed us to 
share the magnificent Yaralla Estate at 
Concord with the community as former 
owner Dame Eadith Walker intended.

We are also holding our first Rivendell 
Flower Show this month (September 
23 and 24) to also showcase the 
beautiful Thomas Walker Estate next 
door to Yaralla and I hope to see you 
there to enjoy the flowers, music, food 
and workshops.

Child safety and wellbeing was also put 
under the spotlight this month with Royal 
Prince Alfred paediatrician Dr John Cass-Verco 
and others in the inter-disciplinary project 
team taking home the Child Protection and 
Wellbeing Award.

These annual awards give us the chance to 
publicly recognise the invaluable and often 
difficult work of people in our District who 
create a safer and happier place for children.

And finally, I’d like to acknowledge those 
who responded to the most recent People 
Matter Employee survey.  We had the highest 
workplace culture score of any local health 
district and I believe this is a reflection upon 
the great staff we have working at all of 
our Hospitals and services. I will endeavour 
to take on all your feedback so we can 
continue to improve our performance and 
workplace culture.

Dr Teresa Anderson
Sydney Local Health District 
Chief Executive

The Hon . Ron 
Phillips AO
Sydney Local Health District 
Board Chairman
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Heart researcher wins RPA Medal
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital   
cardiologist Professor Anthony Keech   
has been awarded RPA Foundation’s   
top prize, the coveted Research Medal   
for excellence in medical research.

Professor Keech, who is also the Deputy   
Director of the National Health and Medical   
Research Council Clinical Trials Centre,   
received the medal and a $50,000 prize   
for his lifetime of contributions to treating   
cardiovascular disease and diabetes.

“All of my research depends on big teams   
of people. Sometimes I am leading those   
teams and other times I am part of the   
team. For me, I am accepting the medal   
on behalf of all the people I’ve worked   
with rather than patting myself on the   
back,” Professor Keech said.

His career is a fast paced balancing act   
between science and medicine, but   
Professor Keech thrives on the contrast   
of ward rounds, clinic and the laboratory.

“Research is a constant reminder that you 

can always help a lot more people through 

findings which thousands of doctors 

around the world can implement than 

you can with face-to-face, one-on-one 

interactions in the clinic.

“I do clinics every week where I can only   

see 20 patients a day but with research,   

over a couple of years, the results might   

be reaching out to hundreds of thousands   

of patients at risk of heart disease or those   

who’ve just had a heart attack,” he said.

Among many breakthroughs, Professor 

Keech is known for his role investigating 

the effects of fibrate therapy on 

heart disease in 10,000 patients with 

type 2 diabetes and also evaluated its 

effect on retinal disease. The award 

enables him to further his research into 

cardiovascular disease and diabetes, and 

comes with life changing capabilities.

Professor Keech’s influence on medicine   
has extended far beyond his own   
research, through his many PhD students   
and interactions with colleagues.

“I am thrilled to have been selected   
and will be putting the prize money   
toward basic science and clinical work of   
unblocking arteries and identifying blood   
markers of complications in diabetes.

“Both projects would involve recruiting 
masters or PhD students to help with 
that work and hopefully skill up the next 
generation of doctors who might do 
good research,” he said.

Executive Messages

Balmain leads state in care
Balmain Hospital became the first in NSW last 
month to integrate VitalsLink into its electronic 
medical record system.

VitalsLink includes a portable electronic monitoring device 
that links in with the electronic medical records and can 
send automatic alerts to treating teams on patient status 
changes, change in medication, critical lab results or new 
patient imagery.

Although Canterbury, Royal Prince Alfred and Concord 
Hospitals have already rolled out eMR2, Balmain has 
earned itself a milestone by becoming the 150th hospital 
to transition and integrate onto the new eMR2 electronic 
records system that gives nursing, medical and allied health 
staff better access to patient records while making real 
time treatment decisions.

Lever Ward Clinical Nurse Educator Sally Delaney said 
technology was helping to ensure the very best care for 
patients both in Balmain Hospital and beyond.

“The introduction of eMR2 gives clinicians the ability 
to order tasks for review or action by a doctor. And for 

The Balmain Hospital eMR2 team with a happy patient.

Professor Keech with one of his patients.

doctors, it provides a list of what needs to be done and ability to 
prioritise less urgent tasks for actioning later,” Ms Delaney said.

“Along with VitalsLink, eMR2 will connect to portable electronic   
monitoring devices and ensure a cohesive way of working with the   
whole treatment team including Allied Health staff as well as doctors   
and nurses to continue improving patient centred care,” she said.
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Congratulations to Michael Turner, Aidan Shi, 
Mina Georgy, Ngan Van and Victoria Hsu.

Research Matters
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Mental health in the spotlight
New ways to evaluate practice and 
snapshots of great work being 
undertaken across Sydney Local Health 
District’s mental health service were 
put in the spotlight at the Mental 
Health Research Symposium held in 
Concord Hospital last month.

The showcase also bridged the gap 
between theory and clinical practice 
as highlighted in talks given by art 
psychotherapist Fran Nielsen, music 
therapist Claire Hogan-Gibbons, exercise 
scientist Caitlin Taylor and many more.

“The images made by consumers can be 
used as data that tracks their recovery and 
this will usually be reflected in their choice 
of art making,” Ms Nielson said.

“There is a lot of value for the consumer 
in being able to make the picture as it 
creates a safe space for them to discuss 
their feelings and share their projections,” 
she said.

The District Mental Health Service’s Director 
of Nursing, Clair Edwards, said this year’s 
event saw attendance from a number of 

researchers, clinicians, academics and 
staff with an interest in mental health.

“Many topics of interest were covered 
throughout the day including, but 
not limited to, using piano lessons 

as music therapy for mental health, 

how sprint interval training could help 

protect and improve the physiological 

health of adolescents and much 

more,” she said.

Innovation paves the way
Sydney Local Health District 
and eHealth NSW are 
helping patients keep their 
type 1 and type 2 diabetes 
under control, thanks to an 
innovative digital solution that 
promotes safe practice for 
insulin management.

The Glucose Management Mpage 
won an eHealth NSW Chief 
Executive Award for Innovation 
because of its ability to support the 
safe transition from paper-based 
diabetes management and insulin 
prescribing to the electronic format.

With the ability to pull data in 
real time on an as-needed basis, 
MPages allows for proactive and 

interactive monitoring of  
up-to-the-minute patient 
scenarios crossing many different 
roles, venues and conditions 
within the District.

“Creating greater efficiencies  
for our clinicians’ means they can 
invest more time and resources 
in patient care,” said eMR 
Program Director Alex Wagstaff.

“The Glucose Management 
Mpage supports clinicians by 
promoting consistent and safe 
practice for insulin management 
through its ability to provide a 
real-time snapshot of selected 
patient information while 
enabling a level of interaction 

Alex Woods, Phil Escott and Clair Edwards at the Mental Health Symposium.

within PowerChart that provides patients with a 
comprehensive insulin management solution.

“Mpage is one of many ways eHealth is enabling 
our hospitals and clinics to be more agile and 
better provide innovative technology to support 
outstanding clinical care, research, and teaching.”
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‘

Dr Kaivan Vaidya
Cardiology Advanced Trainee, RPA

I’ve always found the 

physiology of cardiology 

interesting. It is a good mix 

of clinical, imaging and 

procedures. It offers a balance 

of acute situations where there 

are a matter of minutes to 

save someone’s life to chronic 

medicine which is more about 

long term care. I was recently 

nominated as a finalist in 

The Ralph Reader Young 

Investigator Prize for a project 

that involved 80 patients 

and a drug called colchicine 

in minimising a heart attack 

or stroke.

A fantastic response

Once again the employees of Sydney Local Health District have rated 
their workplace as one of the best in the public sector.

The People Matter employee survey, conducted across the NSW public service 
in June, received 4,504 responses from almost half of all staff across the District. 

This year, Sydney Local Health District stood alone with the highest workplace 
culture score of any local health district at 63.2 per cent, well above the 
NSW Health average of 58.6 per cent.

The District also shared the highest employee engagement level and score 
of any local health district at 67 per cent and four out of the six domains of 
the survey.

Overall, our results in the People Matter employee survey are higher than the 
NSW Health and public sector average across all six domains of the survey, 
including: Senior Managers, communication, engagement with work, high 
performance, public sector CORE values as well as diversity and inclusion.

More locally, Oral Health Services including Sydney Dental Hospital, recorded 
the highest improvement across all six domains within Sydney Local Health 
District. In addition, Oral Health Services recorded an 8 percentage point 
improvement in the culture index, which was also the highest improvement 
across the District.

The District’s Chief Executive, Dr Teresa Anderson was very happy with 
the results.

“Thank you for participating in the People Matter employee survey. Your 
comments are invaluable and will be used as the basis of continuing to 
improve our performance and workplace culture in all of our hospitals and 
services,” Dr Anderson said.

“Continuing to improve on our performance is important to the District and 
the results tell us that we are performing well above average in many areas 
including senior management, communication, engagement with work, our 
CORE values as well as diversity and inclusion,” she said.

The high level sector results will shortly be available on the Public Service 
Commission website. NSW Health and LHD results will be available on the 
Ministry of Health website and on our intranet page.

Dr Teresa Anderson (centre) with prizewinners Debbie Pugh and Jing Xu.
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District Confidential

SYDNEY DENTAL HOSPITAL’S  
DENTAL HEALTH WEEK BBQ

   ARTERIE@RPA AND HIROMI TANGO WORKSHOP

WORKPLACE GIVING PRESENTATION  
WITH VALERIE BROWNING

HOMELESSNESS WEEK AND RPA GRAND ROUNDS
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Transitioning care

Short stay units represent world’s best practice because they recognise 
not all patients have the same degree of urgent medical need in 
emergency departments.

Concord Hospital’s new state-of-the-art short stay unit has five beds and is used 
for patients requiring short term care of less than 24 hours.

Home is where most people would rather be and the new unit helps improve 
efficiency in the emergency department, said Concord Hospital’s acting general 
manager, Dr Steevie Chan.

“The dedicated Short Stay Unit allows our doctors to expeditiously assess and care 
for patients so they can return to the comfort of their home at the earliest possible 
time and prevent unnecessary prolonged stays in the hospital,” Dr Chan said.

“If you can get the care you need and a doctor can work up a treatment plan for 
you in that short time, then you will most likely be able to go home,” he said.

District Confidential

IN BRIEF

A bite out of  
dental health week

Dental Health Week was another 

huge success across Sydney Local 

Health District with giveaways, 

advice and information at stalls 

tied into the week’s theme of  

‘anywhere anytime,  

oral health for busy lives’.

Special delivery

A big thanks to Joanna Karalis 

from the We All Care charity 

who sent care packages with 

toiletries, nappies and children’s 

colouring-in books to Canterbury 

Hospital’s maternity and paediatric 

units. “Joanna’s gesture is really 

generous,” says Maternity Unit 

Manager Tina Kallmeier. “This 

is her local hospital and I know 

there are a lot of parents who’ll 

appreciate the care packages.” 

Ms Karalis said essential items like 

nappies and clothes were always 

handy to have. “I gave birth to 

four of my children at Canterbury 

Hospital and it is nice to give back. 

Mothers are always overwhelmed 

when they receive the packages.”

Healthy advice

The District will partner with the 

Lebanese Muslim Association 

to host a health expo for the 

Canterbury community on 

October 14 from 10am until 4pm 

to highlight the range of health 

services we offer.

From left to right: Alan Wright, Diane McPhail, Jeannette O’Hara, Jan Bell and Dr Steevie Chan.



EVENTS CALENDAR

The Pitch

Friday September 29, 4pm

Concord  
Medical Education Centre 
Concord Hospital

See the latest round of innovative 
ideas from across the District  
pitch for funding.

LMA Community Wellness Expo

Saturday October 14

LMA Hall 
71-75 Wangee Road 
Lakemba

In partnership with the Lebanese Muslim   
Association, free health check-ups and   
health advice for all the family.

Rivendell Flower Show

September 23-24, 10am-4pm

Thomas Walker Estate, Rivendell, Hospital Rd, Concord

Buy tickets online at slhd .nsw .gov .au/concord/rivendellflowershow

Campsie RSL members present a cheque for $60,000 to Canterbury Hospital; and below, Club members.

A generous 
donation
A huge thanks to Campsie RSL 

for donating $60,000 to 

Canterbury Hospital recently, 

allowing staff to buy a 

new flexible cystoscope, 

laryngoscope instrument tray 

and microlaryngoscopy tray for 

the operating theatres.

“The donation has helped with the 

purchase of a newer generation 

flexible cystoscopy which provides 

us with a clearer image in evaluating 

a patient’s bladder and whether 

there is blood in the urine, either 

microscopic or visible,” said 

urological surgeon Dr Dinesh Patel.

“The increased visibility means that 

we can also use them to closely 

monitor potentially life threatening 

conditions such as bladder cancer.”

Canterbury Hospital Acting General 

Manager Dr Genevieve Wallace 

said the hospital had always 

enjoyed great support from local 

organisations and the community.

“We are extremely grateful to 

Campsie RSL for helping us to 

continue providing the best care 

we can for our patients and 

supporting our staff in doing so,” 

Dr Wallace said.
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HealthMatters is all about you. We would love to hear your stories.  
Simply email sydneymedia@sswahs.nsw.gov.au

http://www.slhd.nsw.gov.au/concord/rivendellflowershow
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